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• .- SUMMARY

This report describes the work performed on a project which

was part of the DARPA Adaptive-Suspension Vehicle Program. The Battelle

project consisted of two major tasks. The first task involved the guidance

of the adaptive-suspension vehicle; the goal was to develop algorithms

which would enable the vehicle to traverse rough terrain. The second

task concerned the design and demonstration of a hydraulic circuit which

would provide the actuation for vertical motion of the vehicle legs.

These two tasks are discussed separately in this report.

Guidance Task

Work on the guidance problem involved the development of algo-

rithms to determine vehicle trajectories and leg motions which would

enable the vehicle to traverse rough terrain; the algorithms use the

operator's requested vehicle velocities, information about the vehicle

state, and data from a terrain-scanning system to determine those trajec-

tories and leg motions. The guidance problem was approached by developing

a graphic simulation with which to test the algorithms. The simulation

provided a representation of both the terrain-scanning system and the

vehicle itself, both of which are described in the main body of this

report. In addition, the simulation display included information which

allowed indicators (such as vehicle stability) of the algorithms' per-

- formance to be monitored.

*Previous approaches to the problem of legged vehicle locomo-

tion emphasized the concept of static stability, the condition in which

the vertical projection of the vehicle's center convex of mass is within

the convex polygon formed by the vertical projections of those of the

vehicle's feet that are on the ground. Those earlier approaches used

as their goal in vehicle control the maintenance of the vehicle in a

state of static stability at all times. This method of control was
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possible because the vehicle's speeds were quite low so vehicle dynamics

were relatively unimportant.

However, for a vehicle operating at higher speeds, maintenance

of static stability is not sufficient for vehicle security, since in

many cases the vehicle's motion could carry its center of mass outside

its support polygon. Thus, a faster vehicle requires some sort of dynamic

control of vehicle stability to ensure its safety. (Of course, for

those times when the vehicle is not moving, static stability is still

sufficient.)

The approach that was developed in this work was to maintain

at all times a plan by which the vehicle can be brought to a halt in

a position of static stability. That is, at every point along its path,

-.-the vehicle has available a plan for a vehicle trajectory that ill

bring it to a halt, together with a sequence of leg motions that will

allow it to follow that trajectory and will leave it in a state of static

stability at the end of the trajectory.

The maintenance of such a trajectory clearly places limits

on vehicle velocity over a given terrain. Thus, with this approach,

operator requests for vehicle velocities are not always met, although

the vehicle will follow those requests as closely as possible while

still ..,ntaining vehicle safety. It can be seen that this approach

does not permit an inexperienced operator to get the vehicle in trouble,

but it still allows an experienced operator to use the full capabilities

of the vehicle.

Actuation Task

EThis task was initially intended to develop a Design Automa-

tion Package for analyzing the drive train of the Adaptive-Suspension

Vehicle. However, at the initiatio of this effort, a joint decision

by DARPA, Ohio State University,and Battelle redirected this effort

*g towards providing assistance to OSU with regard to the design and evalu-
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ation of the vehicle foot-lift (shank) circuit. This effort included

a preliminary design of the hydraulic circuit, development of a computer
model for analyzing this circuit, and providing assistance to Ohio State
University in the hardware implementation of this design.

- Based on the preliminary design requirement for the foot-lift

circuit established by OSU, a number of system concepts were generated.

The concepts were then evaluated in conjunction with OSU, and a rela-

tively simple circuit was selected. However, early in November. the system

design requirements were revised by OSU. The resulting change in the

" - operational requirements of the foot-lift circuit necessitated a complete

revision of the circuit design. New system concepts were generated

and evaluated, again in conjunction with OSU. At the time of this report,

- the final selection of the new circuit design had not been made.

Modeling efforts on this task were primarily involved in analyzing

.. the original circuit design. A preliminary model was developed to deter-

mine the hydraulic flow requirements associated with the system design

,- requirements. A more refined model was later developed to analyze the

circuit performance, including its energy efficiency. This effort was

somewhat de-emphasized from its original scope in order to devote addi-

tional effort to revising the system circuit.

Battelle provided assistance to OSU in the hardware implemen-

tation of the circuit in three ways. First, the hydraulic components

originally selected for the foot-lift circuit by OSU were assembled,

demonstrated, and evaluated by Battelle. Second, the original foot-

lift circuit designed by Battelle was assembled and operated prior to

delivery to OSU. Finally, assistance was provided to the hardware imple-

mentation effort at OSU for the computer-controlled, foot-lift circuit

demonstration through discussions and loan of some equipment.

3
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognized that most man-made vehicles are

greatly inferior to human beings and other terrestrial animals in off-
road locomotion. The shortcomings of current vehicles are particularly

noticeable in the area of mobility. On rough terrain, a vehicle with

a passive suspension system must accommodate obstacles by gross body

motions. On the other hand, a system with active suspension units,

such as legs, can pick its way through rough terrain by selecting the

most suitable footholds and stepping over obstacles and soft spots.

In addition, a legged system can compensate for terrain irregularities

on which it must step by actively adjusting leg heights, thus providing

a much smoother ride. It is apparent that the mobility advantages of

a legged system depend on its ability to select suitable body and leg

motions and avoid unsuitable ones, as well as then to perform those

actions. Work performed in this project on both of those problems is

described in this report.

The first part of the report describes the development of
the vehicle "guidance" algorithms, which use information from a terrain-

sensing system to determine appropriate vehicle trajectories and leg

motions. This portion of the report has three main sections. The first
of those sections describes the vehicle and terrain-sensing system which

the algorithms are intended to be used and describes the simulation

that was used in developing the algorithms. The second section presents

the performance requirements for the terrain-sensing system and describes

the algorithms which convert the data from that system to a terrain

elevation map for use by the guidance algorithms. The last major section

of this portion of the report reviews earlier research in legged locomotion

for both natural systems and man-made vehicles and describes the operation

of the guidance algorithms developed in this project.

Once a foothold has been selected, the foot must be physically

shifted to that spot, smoothly and accurately. With a target cruise

speed of five miles per hour for the vehicle, the requirements of the

9



leg actuation system--the drive, foot-lift, and adduction-abduction

circuits--are demanding. The foot-lift circuit must also be capable

of emergency extension to compensate for unexpected problems in foot

placement, such as the foot slipping off a rock. The efforts towards

designing and evaluating the foot-lift circuits are described in the

second portion of this report. First, the design and evaluation of

a preliminary foot-lift circuit is described, as is the development

of a circuit model for analyzing the design. Second, the assistance

provided to OSU in the hardware implementation of the foot-lift circuit

is described. The final section describes the efforts directed toward

developing a revised, more efficient circuit.

* .
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2.0 GUIDANCE RESEARCH

2.1 Introduction

2 "This portion of this report discusses the development of computer

algorithms that determine the body and leg motions required for a legged

adaptive-suspension vehicle to walk over rough terrain. The first section

describes the vehicle, its terrain-sensing system, and a computer graphic

' -~ simulation of the vehicle and the terrain-sensing system that was used in

developing the algorithms. The second secion describes the process of

converting the information from the terrain-sensing system to a terrain

elevation map for use in determining the body and leg motions required of

• "the vehicle. The "guidance" algorithms which determine those required

vehicle motions from the elevation map are described in the third section.

The last section describes a tentative computer hardware design for imple-

menting the guidance system of the vehicle. Finally, some conclusions from

this research are presented at the end of this portion of the report.

2.2 Background

2.2.1 The Adaptive-Suspension Vehicle

The vehicle for which the guidance algorithms were developed is
* approximately 15 feet (4.6 meters) long and 4 feet (1.2 meters) wide. Its

height can be varied between approximately 5 feet (1.5 meters) and 9 feet
(2.7 meters) by changing the extension of its six three-degree-of-freedom

legs. The legs are attached at the top of the vehicle, with one pair each

near the front, middle, and rear of the vehicle.
The velocity of the vehicle is expected to be limited, at least

on the rough terrain for which the quidance algorithms were developed, to a
translational velocity of no more than 8 feet/second (2.4 meters/second)

and a rotational velocity of no more than 30 degrees/second. Translational

k1



and rotational accelerations are expected to be limited to no more than

4 feet/second/second (1.2 meters/second/second) and 15 degrees/second/

second, respectively.

2.2.2 The Terrain-Sensing System

The terrain-sensing system with which the algorithms described in

this report are intended to work is a scanning system mounted at the front
top of the vehicle. The system scans both in elevation and azimuth; so, for

each scan, it provides information for a two-dimensional sector of terrain

in front of the vehicle. For each point in its scan, the sending system

measures the distance from the scanner to the terrain at its current

elevation and azimuth angles.

2.2.3 Terrain-Vehicle Simulation

For testing the guidance algorithms developed in this project, a

computer graphic simulation of the vehicle and terrain was developed. The

simulation provides a display of the moving vehicle and of that portion of
* *the terrain of which it is aware at any given time. The forward and yaw

(turning) velocities of the vehicle are controlled interactively.

The simulation was intended to provide as realistic a test to the

guidance system as possible. Toward that end, it provides terrain scan

data to the system in the same way as the terrain-sensing system described

above will provide the data to the hardware implementation of the guidance

0 system. That is, the data are provided to the algorithms in the same order

as the actual scanner will provide them, and the data are those range

values that the actual scanner would return on the same terrain, corrupted

by expected random noise values.

* The simulation also provides a realistic representation of the

vehicle described above, to the extent that it incorporates the dimensions

of the vehicle body and legs, the limits of travel for the legs' degrees of

freedom (and thus the reachable volumes of the legs), and the expected

* limits on the vehicle's velocity and acceleration. All of the parameters

12
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which define the characteristics of the vehicle and the terrain-sensing

system can be easily changed to accommodate design changes in those

I.- systems.

In addition to the display of the vehicle and the terrain, the

legs' support pattern (the convex polygon formed by the points representing

the legs' horizontal positions) is also displayed with the center of mass

S.of the vehicle. That display allows monitoring of the vehicle's changing

stability margin (the distance from the vertical projection of the

, vehicle's center of mass to the nearest point of the support pattern). The

numerical value of the stability margin is also displayed, as is informa-

, .tion on the positions of the legs relative to their limits. All of this

displayed information can be used in evaluating the performance of the

guidance algorithms.

2.3 Terrain Elevation Map Algorithms

2.3.1 Purpose

As described above, the terrain-sensing system provides, for each

of its scan points, information on the range to the terrain. Since the

• "scanner is fixed to the vehicle, and since the vehicle is moving, each of

*the scan point range measurements is made from a different position. Thus,

the input from the scanning system to the guidance system consists of scan

point range data indexed by elevation and azimuth angles and measured with

respect to the moving vehicle.

However, the form of terrain information most useful for the

guidance algorithms is that of an elevation map indexed by horizontal posi-

- tions. The implementation of that form chosen for this system is a terrain

array divided into cells based on a horizontal plane; one scan point is

stored per cell. The array, then, must have sufficient resolution and

extent to allow accurate determination of appropriate body and leg motions

for the vehicle.

Thus, the guidance algorithms introduce performance requirements

for the scanning system and create a need for other algorithms to convert

13



the scanning system output to an elevation map. These topics are discussed

in the next two sections.

2.3.2 Terrain-Sensing System Specifications

The parameters that can be specified for the scanning system

include the angular ranges of the scan in both the elevation and azimuth

directions, the angular resolution of the scan in both of those directions,

the frequency of the scans, and the accuracy of the range measurements.

The requirements of the guidance algorithms are based on the need for

information for selecting footholds and for determining body motions for

the vehicle.

Effective selection of footholds requires that all those areas

where the vehicle may have to step be scanned at least once with a linear

resolution of about one-half the vehicle's foot size, or approximately 4

inches (10 centimeters). Given the vehicle's height, then, the angular

resolution required is approximately one degree, and the expected maximum

velocity for the vehicle requires that there be two scans per second.

Since it is expected that terrain areas with slopes of up to 45 degrees may

be usable as footholds, the lowest elevation angle for the scan should be

no greater than -75 degrees. A range accuracy for the scan points of 1 to

2 inches (2 to 5 centimeters) should be sufficient, since that is less than

the limit of terrain elevation uncertainty that can be accommodated by the

vehicle's control system.

For smoothly accommodating (without large acceleration) the

vehicle to large-scale terrain obstacles, scan information should be

obtained to approximately two body lengths, or 30 feet (9 meters), in front

of the vehicle; this requirement puts a lower limit of -15 degrees on the

upper elevation angle at the scan. Finally, the required azimuth range can

* be determined from the desired turning radius of the vehicle. In order

that all the terrain under the vehicle be scanned when the vehicle is

turning (at maximum foward velocity) on a radius of approximately its

length, the azimuth scan range should be at least + 30 degrees.

14
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In summary, the guidance algorithms and vehicle requirements

produce the following approximate terrain-sensing system specifications:

two scans per second, 1 degree angular resolution, a -75 to -15 degree

elevation scan range, a + 30 degree azimuth scan range, and a range

" accuracy of 1 to 2 inches (2 to 5 centimeters).

2.3.3 Elevation Map Algorithms

As described above, the input to the guidance system from the

terrain-sensing system is in the form of scan point range data indexed by

the scan elevation and azimuth angles. When one of those range values is

received by the elevation map algorithms, the elevation and azimuth angles

of that range value, together with the known elevation, pitch, and roll of

the vehicle, are used to convert the range value to an elevation value.

Then, using the position and yaw of the vehicle, the location of that

elevation point is determined and the value is stored in the appropriate

cell in the terrain array.
The terrain array storage is fixed in size, so, as the vehicle

moves, data storage "wraps around" from one portion of the array to

another. This approach results in the algorithms automatically "for-

*getting" areas of the terrain after the vehicle has passed some distance

beyond those areas.

2.4 Guidance Algorithms

2.4.1 Purpose

The function of the guidance algorithms is to determine

appropriate body and leg motion commands for the vehicle control system,

based on current operator requests. Those operator requests can be for

three components of vehicle velocity: forward, side (crab), and turning

(yaw). The guidance algorithms attempt to match the vehicle velocity to

the operator's requests as closely as possible; however, as discussed

15



below, those requests are not always attainable, due to considerations of

vehicle stability.

Since the three vehicle velocity components mentioned above are

usually the only ones which are of direct interest to the operator, the

guidance algorithms automatically control the vehicle elevation, pitch, and

roll based on the terrain over which the vehicle is passing. Then, once

all six vehicle velocity components are specified, the guidance algorithms

determine the leg motions required to attain those velocities while main-

taining vehicle stability. The information required by the guidance algo-

rithms to provide these body and leg motion commands includes, in addition

to the operator's requests and the terrain elevation map described in the

previous section, information concerning the current vehicle body state

(position and velocity) and the positions and support states of the legs,

as well as knowledge of the limitations on vehicle velocity and

acceleration and on leg motions.

The use of that information in the operation of the guidance
algorithms is discussed in detail below. First, though, previous work in

the area of rules for coordinating walking, both in vehicles and in natural

systems, is discussed in the next section.

2.4.2 Previous Walking Research

In the past, little work has been done on the behavior of walking

systems on rough terrain, probably because studies of walking on smooth

ground have proven complex enough that the added complications introduced

by rough terrain have often not been considered. Recently, though, the

particular problems introduced to walking systems by rough terrain, and the

.* systems' responses to those problems, have begun to be studied more exten-

" ~ sively. Some of this research, concerning both natural systems and man-

* made vehicles, is reviewed in the following paragraphs.

2.4.2.1 Natural Legged Systems

* Until very recently, the work on walking insects on rough terrain
has addressed only very specific problems in the area. For example, Cruse

16



(1976) investigated the control of the body position of stick insects

walking on uneven surfaces. His work indicated that these insects hold

their bodies so their slope is approximately equal to that of the terrain

- (he only investigated walking over obstacles perpendicular to the path of

the insect). In the area of foothold selection, Cruse (1979) found that

walking stick insects place their rear legs at footholds immediately behind

and outside the footholds of their middle legs (he also found some evidence

that the placement locations of the middle legs are based on those of the

front legs). Thus, his work indicated that, at least in some situations,

the insects use a "follow-the-leader" method of selecting footholds.

However, more recent work, conductei by Pearson and Franklin in

association with the present adaptive-suspension vehicle program (Pearson
1982), found little evidence indicating use of the "follow-the-leader"

method in locusts. In fact, the locusts' individual legs appeared to use

no information from the other legs in selecting their footholds. Instead,

the behavior of individual legs in attempting to find support on rough

* .terrain had three independent aspects: rhythmic searching movements by
legs when they failed to find support (similar searching was also mentioned

in Cruse 1979), lifting reflexes initiated when legs contacted objects in

their transfer phases, and local searches for specific support sites

following contact with the surface.
In addition to the investigation of foothold selection in

*locusts, Pearson also reported an examination of the insects' gaits, which

proved to be quite variable, especially on rough terrain. The locusts did

exhibit general tendencies for posterior-to-anterior stepping sequences in

-the legs on each side of the insect and for coordinations of legs on the

two sides of the insect which were either 180 degrees out of phase or

almost exactly in phase, but in many instances, especially on rough

terrain, the insects' behavior contradicted these tendencies.

To account for the wide variety in the insects' stepping

patterns, Pearson conjectured that a necessary condition for lifting a leg

is that the leg be unloaded beyond a critical value. Since the loading on

a leg depends on the insect's body position, the positions of all its legs,

and the forces being generated in the legs, the unloading condition could

1
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introduce very complex leg coordination behavior that is highly dependent

on the terrain over which the insect is walking. (An interesting charac-

teristic of the unloading condition is that, in using it, a leg would not

require additional information from the other legs, since their positions

and forces would already be reflected in its loading.)

Finally, Pearson reported that the locusts used vision to detect

obstacles that they were approaching, but that they did not appear to use

it in selecting individual footholds, using, instead, the foothold location

methods discussed above. This is in direct contrast to the work on walking

vehicles discussed below, which in each case assumes that the vehicle has

knowledge of the terrain over which it is walking.

2.4.2.2 Legged Vehicles

One of the earliest reports of work done on automatic guidance of

a legged vehicle over rough terrain was that of Okhotsimski and Platonov

(1973). They considered obstacles that could be overcome by recalculating

foothold locations without changing a periodic gait. For example, the

problem of traversing a trench located where one of the vehicle's feet

would normally have been placed was solved by moving that foothold to one

of the edges of the trench and adjusting the nearby footholds to provide a

smooth transition.

It is apparent that, when obstacles are large or numerous, the

vehicle's gait must be modified and the method of Okhotsimski and Platonov

cannot be used. One of the first reports of work addressing this problem

* was that of Kugushev and Jaroshevskij (1975). They introduced the "free

gait," a gait in which leg motions are determined not from a periodic

sequence but from knowledge of the current state of the vehicle, its

kinematic limits, and the terrain over which it is walking.
6 Central to their free gait algorithm is the concept of a

foothold's existence segment, the portion of the vehicle's path of motion

over which a particular leg can reach that foothold. At each iteration of

the algorithm, the determination is made of which leg will reach the end of

6 its existence segment soonest. That leg is then lifted, if that can be
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done without making the vehicle unstable; if lifting the leg would make the

vehicle unstable, another leg (or legs)is moved first to allow it to be

lifted. Footholds for leg placement are apparently found by positing a

vehicle location farther along its motion path and determining if a foot-

hold can be found there which the leg can reach; if one cannot be found,

the posited vehicle location is moved farther back toward the vehicle's

actual location until a foothold can be found on which to place the leg.

Kugushev and Jaroshevskij's work was extended by McGhee and

Iswandhi (1979). They introduced the concept of the kinematic margin of a

foothold, which is the distance along the vehicle's path of motion from its

present position to the point at which the leg at that foothold would reach

its kinematic limit. They then used that concept to implement a free gait

algorithm with which, at each iteration, the leg with the smallest kine-

matic margin is lifted. If necessary, another leg is placed in a position

that allows the first leg to be lifted. Leg placement is accomplished by

examining all available footholds for a particular leg and then placing the

leg at the foothold with the greatest kinematic margin. It can be seen

that McGhee and Iswandhi's algorithm lifts legs whenever it can and only
places them when required for stability; the algorithm thus sacrifices

stability for adaptability.

Both of the free gait algorithms discussed above assume a flat

terrain containing areas that cannot be used for footholds. Klein and

Patterson (1982) considered the application of a free gait algorithm on a

cylindrical surface, which presents several problems not present with

strictly two-dimensional terrain. One of these problems is that, as the

relative orientation and distance between the vehicle and the terrain

change, the location, size, and shape of the terrain area which a leg can

reach changes. That area, which for many legs on flat terrain is a sector

of an annulus, becomes very irregular in rough terrain; the solution used

in this work is to determine a minimum reachable area based on the regular

cylindrical terrain. Klein and Patterson also modified the kinematic

margin concept, basing it on the instantaneous velocity of the base of the

leg instead of the predicted path of the vehicle; the kinematic margin can

then be calculated even for vehicle motions such as turning in place. In
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addition, they modified the free gait algorithm in such a way that legs are

lifted only when their kinematic margins fall below a threshold margin.

Different settings of that threshold can then be used to optimize the

algorithm for either stability or adaptability.

In summary, each of the research papers discussed above intro-

duced techniques which would enable walking vehicles to traverse some

specific kinds of rough ground. However, none of them described an

approach that would allow the locomotion of such vehicles over fully three-

dimensional terrain. The guidance algorithms presented in the next section

are intended to address that problem.

2.4.3 ASV Guidance Algorithms

The walking algorithms described in the previous section all

operate by maintaining the vehicle in a condition of static stability (that

is, with the vertical projection of the vehicle's center of mass within the

support pattern of its legs). Actually, though, only if the vehicle is

motionless (static) does static stability ensure that it will not fall

over, since if it is moving, its motion could carry its center of mass

outside the boundaries of its support pattern. Ensuring the stability of a

moving vehicle by using the static stability criterion requires that at all

times there exist for the vehicle a sequence of support patterns through

which the vehicle can be safely brought to a halt at a position satisfying

the static stability criterion.

Thus, the overall task of the adaptive-suspension vehicle

guidance algorithms is to continually generate those support pattern

sequences with their associated trajectories for halting the vehicle. Such

trajectory-support pattern sequence combinations, which will be referred to

as deceleration plans, provide the body velocity and leg motion commands

that the guidance system sends to the vehicle's control system. For use in

calculating the deceleration plans, the guidance system receives from the

vehicle control system the operator-requested vehicle velocities, the

actual vehicle position and velocity, and the actual leg positions and

support states. That information, together with the terrain elevation map

20
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and knowledge of the vehicle's configuration and capabilities, is then used

to generate the deceleration plans as described in the following

paragraphs.

2.4.3.1 Vehicle Velocity Determination

As discussed above, ensuring the stability of a walking vehicle

requires that a deceleration plan be maintained at all times for the

vehicle. Since this requirement places a limit on the vehicle's velocity

for any given position on the terrain, the ensuring of the vehicle's

-stability may at times conflict with the implementation of the operator's

requested velocities. Thus, the guidance algorithms have the responsi-

bility for controlling the vehicle velocity in such a way as to make it

follow as closely as possible the operator's requests while never allowing

the vehicle to enter a state from which it could become potentially

unstable.

The approach which the algorithms use to perform that task is

shown in Figure 1. As can be seen there, the algorithm first tries to

generate (as described below) a deceleration plan for the operator's

requested vehicle velocities. If a plan can be generated for those

velocities, that plan is then used to determine vehicle velocity and leg

motion commands until a new plan is generated. Thus, in that case, the

vehicle will accelerate (or decelerate) as the operator requested.

However, if no deceleration plan can be generated for the

operator-requested velocities, the algorithm attempts to generate plans

for, first, the operator-requested vehicle turning radius but the current

vehicle translational velocities (thus following the operator's requested

path) and, finally, the current vehicle velocities. If a plan can be

generated for either of those conditions, that plan is then used to provide

the vehicle body and leg commands. If neither of those conditions allows a

plan to be generated (that is, if no new plan can be generated), the most

recently generated plan (from an earlier iteration of the algorithm) is

used to determine the vehicle commands. In that case, then, the vehicle
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I.

will begin to decelerate according to the trajectory stored in the

deceleration plan.

In summary, the algorithm tries to provide vehicle velocities as

close as possible to the operator's requests. It does that by attempting

to generate deceleration plans for, first, the operator's requested veloc-

ities and, then, for successive fallback positions incorporating fewer of

the operator's requests. Only if no plan can be generated in any of those

attempts does the algorithm actually begin to bring the vehicle to a halt

using a previously generated deceleration plan's vehicle trajectory and

support pattern sequence. The way in which such trajectories and support

pattern sequences are generated is described in the following paragraphs.

2.4.3.2 Deceleration Plan Generation

The overall approach to the generation of deceleration plans is

shown in Figure 2. The algorithm uses an iterative approach that proceeds

until either a plan is completed for bringing the vehicle to a complete

halt or a point is reached at which no acceptable continuation of the

deceleration plan can be found. The iterations of the algorithm take place

at successive distance increments along the vehicle path (which is known,

since a constant turning radius is assumed for the vehicle).

For each iteration of the algorithm, the first step is to

determine the vehicle's position and orientation at that point along its

path. That determination is accomplished by setting the vehicle's pitch

and roll to make it parallel to the average terrain slope at that point (as

calculated from the terrain elevation map) and by setting the vehicle's

elevation relative to the terrain based on the preset vehicle altitude.

(The vehicle horizontal position and yaw angle are determined by its

position along the path of motion.) The calculation is then made of the

time at which the vehicle reaches that point along its path using its

maximum possible deceleration from the previous point. During that

calculation, which is also performed iteratively, the legs' support states
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are also updated, if necessary, using the knowledge of their transfer times

i .from foothold to foothold.

Next, the algorithm calculates the kinematic margin for each leg

supporting the vehicle. If any of the legs has a kinematic margin of less

than zero (in other words, if any of the legs would be out of its limits

I , when the vehicle is at that position), then a deceleration plan cannot be

generated for the given vehicle velocity. In that case, the algorithm

exits from the deceleration plan generation routine.

Otherwise, the algorithm, beginning with the leg with the lowest

kinematic margin and continuing to that with the highest, determines if any

of the supporting legs can be moved. It does that by first evaluating

.K whether the leg can be lifted while leaving the vehicle stable. If it can,

the algorithm then attempts (as described below) to find a foothold to

which the leg can be moved; if it finds an acceptable foothold, it begins

to move the leg to that foothold. If no foothold is found, or if the leg

cannot be lifted, the algorithm terminates the attempt to move a leg.

Finally, the last step in an iteration of the deceleration plan

generation is the evaluation of vehicle stability. If the vehicle is

stable at its current position, the algorithm begins another iteration; if

it is not stable, a deceleration plan cannot be generated for the given

velocities.

2.4.3.3 Foothold Search

The foothold search procedure which was mentioned above is

outlined in Figure 3. The first step is to determine a nominal position at

which it would be desirable to place the foot at the end of its transfer

phase. Terrain elevation map cells near that nominal position are then

evaluated as possible footholds until either a foothold is found or all

cells near the nominal position have been examined unsuccessfully.

The evaluation of each cell proceeds by first checking whether

the map has information for that cell. If no terrain information is

available, no (known) foothold exists there; if information is available,

that information is used to calculate the slope at that foothold. If the
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slope is too high, the foothold is unacceptable; if the slope is

sufficiently low, a final check is made for any other leg already occupying

or moving to that foothold. If none is, the leg can be moved to that

. .foothold; otherwise, the foothold is unavailable.

2.4.4 Algorithm Performance

The algorithms presented above were tested extensively against

the terrain-vehicle simulation described earlier. The simulated vehicle

which was used had body dimensions and leg configurations and kinematic

limits that corresponded to those expected for the physical vehicle.

Similarly, the expected velocity and acceleration capabilities of the

physical vehicle were used in the simulation. Typical examples of terrains

used in the tests are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

The simulated vehicle performed quite well, having little trouble

with terrains such as those shown in the figures. For example, in walking

up the hill shown in Figure 5, although the vehicle's velocity varied up

and down depending on the vehicle's situation, the lowest value the veloc-

ity reached was approximately 4 feet per second. Considering the severity

of that terrain, such performance seems quite good.

2.5 Tentative Hardware Structure

A tentative approach to the overall structure of a hardware

system to implement the algorithms presented above is described in this

section. The description is extremely general because, first, the goal of

this research project was to develop algorithms, not hardware, and, second,

no effort was made to optimize the algorithms or to determine how much

computational power they will require to operate in real time.

However, regardless of the computation that will be required by

the algorithms, a reasonable approach to the structure of a hardware system

to implement them is likely to be to separate the functions of the eleva-

tion map algorithms and the guidance algorithms into two independent

processing systems. The elevation map system (consisting of one or more
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processors) will then receive input data from the terrain scanning system

and produce the elevation map, which it will store in memory dedicated to

that purpose. The system for the guidance algorithms (which will also

consist of one or more processors) will use the stored elevation map

together with information from the vehicle's control system to determine

appropriate body and leg commands, which it will then send to the control

system.

2.6 Conclusion

In summary, this portion of this report describes a set of algo-

rithms developed to enable a legged vehicle to walk over roggh terrain.

The algorithms use data from a terrain-scanning system, information from

the vehicle's control system, and knowledge of the vehicle's capabilities

- and limitations to determine the body and leg motions required for the

vehicle's locomotion over the terrain. The algorithms have been success-

fully tested with a simulation of a vehicle that is currently under con-

struction, and a hardware implementation of the algorithms will soon be

Mm built and tested with that vehicle.
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3.0 ACTUATION RESEARCH

3.1 Foot-Lift Circuit Design

3.1.1 System Requirements

The design requirements for the foot-lift circuit of the Adaptive-

- Suspension Vehicle were initially established through discussions with

Professor Ken Waldron of O.S.U. These requirements were based on the

original O.S.U. leg design and consisted of the following:

Cruise Mode

(1) Rapid retraction - lift foot 2 to 8 inches in 0.05-0.10

seconds (10-15 percent of return cycle).

- (2) Slow extension - allow foot to coast down, or extend

the foot under pressure, in approximately 0.30-0.40 seconds.

(3) Lock on - no extension of foot under load.

Turn or Crab

(1) Small displacements at full load.

Emergency

(1) Rapid extension under no load.

Additional system considerations included:

0 Total cylinder stroke - 48 inches.

0 Stride frequency (cruise mode) - 1 Hz.

e Estimate weight of lower leg - 50 pounds.
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At Prof. Waldron's suggestion, a maximum load of 1800 pounds per foot

*was assumed. The original leg design upon which these requirements

are based is shown in Figure 6. A schematic of the hydraulic circuit

developed by O.S.U. for this original leg configuration is shown in

Figure 7. The total stroke of the leg was established at 48 inches

and the weight of the lower leg was estimated to be 50 pounds.

3.1.2 Preliminary Analysis

The original O.S.U. circuit design was analyzed with regard

to the system requirements. First, the relationship between cylinder

size and system pressure was investigated using the definition of pressure,F
P = f , and a maximum load of 1800 pounds (see Table 1). In these
calculations, area represents the net area of the cylinder over which

the pressure is acting. To further illustrate this relationship, it

was assumed that the system pressure acted on the entire piston area

with zero back pressure, and the required system pressure was calculated

based on standard diameters. This relationship between cylinder area

and pressure is graphically illustrated in Figure 8.

This relationship can be further developed into a relationship

that can be used in selecting a system pressure, using the pressure

and the extension rate of the cylinder. As a first approximation.

--2 311n F  =

A 60 sec

where Q = flow (gpm)

A = area (in2)

i X = cylinder extension rate (in/sec).
If the previous relation is substituted.

P = F/A

A = F/P = 1800 lb/P
Q x P x 231 =

1800 60

QxP=X

467.35
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FIGURE 6. ORIGINAL O.S.U. LEG DESIGN
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FIGURE 7. FOOT-LIFT CIRCUIT DESIGN, ORIGINAL O.S.U. LEG CONFIGURATION
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TABLE 1. FOOT-LIFT CIRCUIT PRELIMINARY HYDRAULIC
.. FLOW CALCULATIONS

Pressure Are Diameter1

(psi) (in ) (in)

1000 1.8

1500 1.0

2000 0.9

2500 0.72

3000 0.6

4074 0.442 3/4

2292 0.785 1

1811 0.994 1 1/8

1467 1.227 1 1/4

1212 1.485 1 3/8

1018 1.767 1 1/2

1Values represent cylinder bore diameters with zero pressure on
the rod end of the cylinder. Maximum load = 1800 lb.

4
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Cylinder Area
(in2) 2

1,000 2,000 3,1000

Cylinder Pressure (psi)

0

FIGURE 8. CYLI't'DER AREA VS PRESSURE RELATIONSHIP
FOR 1800 POUND LOMD~
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Some representative values have been calculated and are included in

Table 2. The relationship is graphically illustrated in Figure 9.

TABLE 2. CYLINDER EXTENSION RATE
AS A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE AND FLOW

CFlow (gpm)• Cylinder

Pressure 5 10 15 20 30
(psi) Extension Rate (in/sec)

1,000 10.69 21.39 32.08 42.78 64.17
1,500 16.04 32.08 48.13 64.17 96.15

2,000 21.39 42.78 64.17 85.56 128.33
2,500 26.74 53.47 80.21 106.94 160.42
3,000 32.08 64.17 96.25 128.33 192.50

At this point, some basic assumptions regarding the system
were made. First, it was assumed that the foot-lift circuit had a flow

of 15 gpm available. Second, it was assumed that, in cruise mode, three

legs would be operated simultaneously; therefore each cylinder would
have 5 gpm available to it. Third, flow rates could be increased by

a factor of 2 by incorporating accumulators into the system. Based

on these assumptions, each leg would be provided between 5 and 10 gpm

to extend 18 inches in 0.05-0.10 seconds (X 180 - 360 in/sec). As

can be seen in Figure 9, these operational requirements are not within

the capabilities of the system under consideration.

After further discussions with Prof. Waldron at O.S.U., the

system requirements were revised to the following:

Cruise Mode

(1) Retraction - lift foot a maximum of 12 inches in 0.25

seconds.

(2) Extension - must be powered down to extend the foot 12
inches in approximately 0.25 seconds
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(3) Lock on - no extension of the foot under load for approxi-

mately 0.5 seconds.

All other requirements remained unchanged.

With 15 gpm available to the circuit, and in light of these

revised requirements, the following conclusions can be drawn from Figure

9:

(1) A system pressure of 1000 psi is inadequate to meet the

revised system requirements under the original leg con-

figuration.

(2) A system pressure of 2,000 psi, with accumulators, might

be marginally adequate to meet system requirements, within

the accuracy of these assumptions.

(3) A system pressure of 3,000 psi, with accumulators, would

be capable of meeting system requirements under the original

leg configuration.

As a result of this analysis, it was agreed with Prof. Waldron at 0.S.U.

that the system pressure for the foot-lift circuit should be 3,000 psi.

A second analysis, based on the revised system requirements,

was then developed to further evaluate this circuit design. This second

approximation incorporated the inertial effects of the leg and the pressure

losses due to the valve, hoses, and fittings. An iterative model was

developed to calculate the maximum flow rate possible under given condi-

tions.

First, according to Newton's law,

F = M d2

where F = force on piston rod

M = mass of lower leg

x = cylinder extension (ft)

t = time (sec).

Area x (d
2x

A pump " Plosses ) = M

From the definition of the Cv factor,

= Cv(
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where Q = flow (in3/sec) and S. G. = specific gravity of fluid.

SPlosses =
Cv

2

A S.G. x Q2  = M d2x
pump 2 2

Cv Area d t

Also, Q (in3 /sec) = Area x dx

A x~ 2 dt2 dx%

Therefore, P um G x Area2  x U) = M d2x
pump C 2 Area dt2

V

"d2 x =a :A P.G. x Area 2 x d

dt2  M pump - - Cv2

This equation can be solved iteratively for acceleration by substitutingdx
into the equation a value for the velocity L that is either an assumed

initial value or one previously calculated. Once the acceleration for

a given time step has been calculated in this fashion, the velocity

and the displacement x for that time step can be calculated:

v = v + at

x = x + vt.

This iteration is carried out until the values of acceleration approach

zero, indicating that the system has reached steady state.

An assumed system, consisting of the following hydraulic compo-

* nents, was analysed:

(1) Moog 15 gpm servovalve (A076-104)

(2) Schroeder NF30 filter with N1O element

* (3) Forty feet of 1/2-in schedule 80 pipe (convenient and

conservative model for 1/2 in tubing)

(4) Four 1/2-inch elbows

(5) Ten feet of 1/2-in hydraulic hose
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It was conservatively assumed that 15 gpm flowed through all components

in calculating their valve coefficients. A C factor of 1.6 was calculated

for the overall system (see Appendix B).

I _ In these equations, a pump pressure was assumed and a piston

area was calculated based on the pressure. Initial values of zero were

assumed for both the velocity and displacement. Some preliminary calcula-

tions were carried out for pump pressures of 1500, 2500, and 3200 psi.

The results of these calculations indicate that the system will reach

steady state rapidly and, therefore, the inertial effects of the leg

will not have a significant impact on the design of the hydraulic system.

A computerized analysis is shown in Tables 3 and 4. The input

data, shown in Table 3, is for a pump pressure of 3,000 psi with a 2-

inch cylinder bore and a leg weight of 50 pounds. This cylinder was

oversized in response to buckling considerations. The results of this

*analysis, shown in Table 4, demonstrate that the cylinder will achieve

steady state in less than 0.004 seconds. Since the total projected

time-of-extension is 0.25 seconds, the cylinder will be accelerating

* for only 2 percent of its extension phase. Therefore, it would be reason-

able to assume that the cylinder extends at a constant velocity.

The simulation results also indicate that the 2-inch diameter

cylinder will extend at a rate of 19 inches/second at a pump pressure

of 3,000 psi. Therefore, the cylinder would extend 5 inches in approxi-

mately 0.25 seconds. The flow rate corresponding to this extension

can be easily calculated as approximately 60 in3/sec, or 15.4 gpm.

This simulation was a preliminary approximation. It modeled

the foot-lift mechanism as a vertical mechanism with a 50-pound lower

leg (based on original O.S.U. estimates). The line losses were approxi-

mated by rough valve-coefficient calculations. However, it did serve

to indicate that the acceleration of the foot-lift mechanism would likely

play a relatively minor role in the mechanics of leg extension. It

also demonstrated that, for the original linear extension model, the

anticipated flow rates would be inadequate to meet the system flow re-

quirements.
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At this point in the program, Battelle was directed by O.S.U.
to assume that a pantograph leg design had been selected for the ASV-

84 vehicle. As shown in Figure 10, this design eliminates the need

for a cylinder with a 48-inch stroke. Due to the nature of a pantograph

mechanism, vertical motion of the cylinder rod results in a proportional

vertical motion of the foot. The ratio selected for this mechanism

was 4:1, which translates into an extension rate design requirement

of 3 inches in 0.25 seconds. At the same time, due to revised estimates

of the vehicle weight, the load-carrying capacity per leg was increased

to 2,000 pounds, which, with the 4:1 ratio of the pantograph leg, resulted

in a cylinder load carrying capacity of 8,000 pounds. The weight of

- the lower leg was estimated to be 150 pounds for the pantograph leg

design.

In October, the design requirements were further revised by

O.S.U. The foot extension rate for three legs was specified as 6 inches

in 0.25 seconds for each foot. This translates to a cylinder extension

rate of 1.5 inches in 0.25 seconds. It was further specified that the

system be capable of lifting one foot 12 inches in 0.25 seconds while

the other two feet were raised only 1 to 2 inches in the same time span.

This results in a cylinder extension rate of 3 inches in 0.25 seconds

for one cylinder and 0.25 to 0.50 inches in 0.25 seconds for the other

two cylinders. The normal foot lift was assumed to be 1 to 1.5 inches.

In response to these revised requirements, the conceptual

system was modified and reanalyzed using the preliminary leg simulation

program. A 2-inch diameter cylinder was used in the modified system

to support the 8,000 pound load. A weight of 150 pounds was assumed

Lfor the lower leg. The remaining input parameters were unchanged (Table

5). The results of this analysis, shown in Appendix C, indicate that
rthe system takes 0.01 seconds to reach steady state (acceleration <1

ft/sec2  However, it reaches 99% of its steady state velocity in 0.005

seconds. Therefore, it is still reasonable to assume a constant velocity.

This simulation also indicates that the cylinder will extend

at a rate of 19 inches/second. Since the revised system design require-

ments provide for a 3-inch extension in 0.25 seconds, the modified system
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FIGURE 10. SCHEMATIC OF THE PANTOGRAPH LEG DESIGN
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* - concept appears to be operationally acceptable. The system requires

a flow rate of 15.3 gpm, which is within the projected pump capacity.

Since the maximum total extension for three cylinders is 4.5 inches,

* - this should not pose any significant problems.

3.1.3 Component Review

In conjunction with the preliminary analysis of the foot-lift

circuit, manufacturers of several of the components were contacted to

determine representative performance specifications. Information was

,o initially requested for representative response times of servovalves

-and accumulators. According to Moog (the servovalve manufacturer),

the 15 gpm Moog servovalve will either open fully or shut fully in 50

milliseconds. (A 5 gpm valve is available that requires even less time.)

This represents 20% of the time available for leg extension (or retraction).

However, it is anticipated that a reasonably fast operating time for

the valve, such as 50 milliseconds, can be compensated for to a certain

degree by computer control of the valve actuation.

Greer Hydraulics was also contacted for information regarding

hydraulic accumulators. No information was readily available concerning

the time required to discharge. Some limited testing may be required

to obtain this informatinn. Information was received on both the adiabatic

and isothermal relationships between pressure and volume for a one gallon

Greer accumulator that may be useful in future modeling efforts for

the hydraulic circuit.

At the request of O.S.U., manufacturers of hydraulic pumps

were also contacted. A Vickers PVB 10 hydraulic pump had been tentatively

selected by the University of Wisconsin for the initial testing of the

foot-lift circuit. (Specifications for this pump have been included

in Appendix 0.) The specifications were reviewed, and information on

other, comparable pumps was accumulated. These pump characteristics

are shown in Table 6. After reviewing the relative performance specifica-

-. tions for these pumps, it was concluded that while pumps were available
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with significant improvements in performance over the Vickers, these

pumps had substantially higher costs and/or weights relative to the

* .- Vickers. Since the Vickers appeared to meet the preliminary requirements

for the foot-lift circuit, and since the selection of the final leg

configuration had not yet been made, it was concluded that from the

standpoint of the hydraulic design of the foot-lift circuit that the

Vickers pump was a reasonable unit to purchase.

-_ While reviewing the Vickers pump, it became apparent that

a supercharge pressure would be necessary at the suction inlet of the

pump. A simple design for the supercharge circuit, shown in Figure

11, was developed. The supercharge circuit involves joining the return

oil from the foot-lift circuit and the return oil from the charge pumps

for the hydrostatic transmission. By joining the circuits above a check

valve, supercharge pressure can be supplied to the foot-lift circuit

pump. However, care must be taken to make sure the cooler is large

enough that the supercharge oil does not exceed the maximum temperature

allowed for the pump.

3.1.4 Foot-Lift Circuit Concepts

Based on the revised system requirements, a number of concepts

for the hydraulic design of the foot-lift circuit were generated and
evaluated. These concepts, presented in Appendix E, were reviewed with

personnel from O.S.U. A summary of major system characteristics is

shown in Table 7.
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3000 psi

118 gpnr

loop drains would ,T ZO

i1  Filter Vickers PVB 20
89131r, 3200 RPM

Oil Cooler

Max Outlet
Temp 120OF

5 psi cracking 1This provides suction
15 psi at 18 gpm when first starting

Provides Supercharge system[

I T

FIGURE 11. SUPERCHARGE CIRCUIT FOR VICKERS PVB 10 PUMP
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TABLE 7. FOOT-LIFT CIRCUIT CONCEPTS

Estimated
Concept Average Flow Horsepower

Rod End vs Weight

Regeneration 5.0 gpm 3.66

No Regeneration 8.6 gpm 4.6

Piston End vs Weight

Regeneration 3.1 gpm 1.0

No Regeneration 4.3 gpm 1.72

Double-Ended Cylinder 7.4 gpm 3.33

The system selected for the ASV-84 foot-lift circuit was one

which supported the weight of the vehicle with the piston end of a single-
acting cylinder. This minimized the size of the cylinder and the cor-

responding flow rate requirements. A regenerative circuit was not in-

corporated into the design. A schematic of the recommended foot-lift

hydraulic circuit is shown in Figure 12. The associated system components

are listed in Table 8.

5
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TABLE 8. COMPONENTS FOR RECOMMENDED FOOT-LIFT CIRCUIT

Description

Moog servovalve 760-104

Sun cartridge relief valve

Bleed orifice

q _Milwaukee cylinder: 2-in bore, 1-in rod,

cushions both ends, MF2 mounting style,
13-in stroke

UCC check valve UC-CV-8P-04

3.1.5 Hydraulic Circuit Modeling

The emphasis on developing an analytical model of the foot-

lift hydraulic circuit was de-emphasized to devote additional effort

to the development of an energy-efficient leg design. A preliminary

model of the original model was developed, however, which can be modified

and updated for analysis of the final system. The model is modular

in design, with components such as pumps, valves, and tubing included

in the program. Since the earlier simulation efforts indicated that

the acceleration of the cylinder rod was relatively insignificant, these

effects were not included in this model. The entire circuit is modeled

from pump to reservoir, with the flow rate modified at the cylinder

to simulate a single-acting cylinder. All constants are defined and
given values in the main program. The program user interactively provides

pump pressure and rotational velocity in the input module.

A calculation module in the main program performs several
unit conversions and calls the subroutines. Subroutine PUMP calculates

the flow rate at the pump outlet. Subroutine TUBE calculates the pressure
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drop in the tubing. Subroutine VALVE calculates the pressure drop over

the valve.

The results of a representative simulation of the original

circuit are shown in Table 9. A description of the model is found in

Appendix F.

3.2 Hardware Implementation

As part of the effort to design and evaluate the foot-lift

circuit for the DARPA Adaptive-Suspension Vehicle, Battelle was to provide

assistance to O.S.U. in the hardware implementation of this circuit.

This task initially involved the assembly and demonstration of a preliminary

circuit, using equipment supplied by O.S.U. Following the development

of the original foot-lift circuit design, this circuit was assembled

and demonstrated at Battelle. A preliminary experimental evaluation

of this system was also carried out at this time. Finally, assistance

was provided to O.S.U., on an as-needed basis, in installing and operating

the foot-lift circuit on a prototype leg at O.S.U.

Originally, a small effort was projected to providing assistance

to O.S.U. for a demonstration involving the operation of three legs.

However, this demonstration did not take place during this program.

3.2.1 Preliminary Demonstration
O

O.S.U. supplied Battelle with a 15 gpm Hydura pump, with its

associated servo control and electronic controller. This system was

assembled, with a hydraulic reservoir and hydraulic motor, into a prelimi-

0g nary foot-lift circuit demonstration unit. The purpose of this demonstra-

tion was to verify the performance of the pump and controller and to

illustrate the basic control concept. This system was demonstrated

to Dr. Clinton Kelly from DARPA at the program review in May. At this

* 0time, the pump appeared to operate as expected with one exception:

the make-up pump (a Viking gear pump) generated significantly more heat
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than was expected. It appeared to be attributable to a slight misalignment

* .. of the pump rotor with the housing: in effect, the rotor rubbed against
the housing, generating heat.

In June, high pressure filters and a Moog servovalve were

incorporated into the demonstration system for the original O.S.U. design,

as shown in the following hydraulic circuit drawing (see Figure 13).

*I The system was then operated with the Hydura pump stroked in only one

direction so that flow was always supplied to the pressure port of the

Moog servovalve. The servo was driven by a dc power supply at voltages

varying between zero and 3.2 volts, with the servovalve coils hooked

.up in parallel.

As power was applied to the Moog servo, the hydraulic motor

would start turning and increase in speed with increasing voltage.

By reversing the voltage to the servo coils, the motor could be run

in the opposite direction. The Moog servovalve performed well in these

tests.

The gear pump on the Hydura pump continued to run warm as

before. Unlike before, it took about 10 minutes to warm up to 1400F,

which was much slower than before. This suggests that the pump was

probably still "milling" its pressure plate, but not as much as before.

The return line filter showed considerable back pressure, indicating

that a lot of dirt (possibly milling chips) has been collected.

At the same time, a demonstration model of a regenerative
!0 hydraulic circuit was assembled. A regenerative circuit is one in which

the rod end of the cylinder is connected to the blind end in a way that

allows rapid extension of the piston. This may have some application

to the foot-lift circuit, particularly in the case of an emergency exten-

* sion.

3.2.2 Foot-Lift Circuit Demonstration

The hydraulic foot-lift circuit was simulated so the basic

responses of the hydraulic system could be checked. The primary concern
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Hydraulic Motor
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I
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FIGURE 13. HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT OF DEMONSTRATION UNIT
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was whether or not the foot-lift circuit would respond quickly enough

to meet specifications. In the simulated-circuit shown in Figure 14,

a weight of 180 lb to simulate the foot was placed on top of a cylinder

(2-in bore, 1-in rod, 13-in stroke) and attached to the cylinder rod.

To reduce friction as much as possible, the weight was guided along

the entire stroke length and the fixture was lubricated. Since the

cylinder was cushioned at the ends of the stroke, the cycling portion

of the test was run outside the cushioned portion of the stroke.

The circuit was cycled by means of limit switches and relays.

At the top end of the desired stroke, the top limit switch tripped a

relay, which reversed the voltage to the Moog servovalve and moved the

cylinder in the opposi~te direction. The same sequence occurred at the

other end of the stroke; thus, the cylinder was continually cycled up

and down until the cycling was stopped by shutting off the power to

the servovalve. The servovalve was driven by a voltage between 0 and

3 Vdc. During cycling, the voltage from the dc power supply was not

varied.

The hydraulic power supply included a Vickers PVB-10 pump

that delivered a nominal 10 gpm at 0 psi. The pressure compensator

on this pump was set at 900 psi during all runs. At this pressure,

the output from the pump was approximately 9.6 gpm.

The displacement of the weight (foot) was measured using a

variable resistor attached to a rotary wheel by means of a wire and

a spring. The spring was stiff enough to prevent the wire from going

slack during haul-in (down stroke). The variable resistor, in series

with a 100 ohm resistor, was powered by a 6-volt battery. The voltage

output over the 100 ohm resistor was recorded on a strip chart, which

4 allowed the time taken for each cycle to be determined.

The total stroke distance was also measured. The distance

from limit switch to 'limit switch trip point was 4.5 in; but during

cycling the measured stroke was 4.75 in, indicating an overshoot at

4 either end of the stroke. The overshoot is caused by the delay times

of the relay and the servovalve. The measurements made during operation

of the simulated circuit are tabulated below:
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BATTELLE POWER UNIT
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RECOMMENDED FOOT-LIFT HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT

4 FIGURE 14. CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC OF BATTELLE DEMONSTRATION UNIT
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Stroke Distance Cycle Time Valve Voltage Compensated Cycle Time
(in) (sec) (Vdc) for 3-in Stroke (sec)

4.75 1.12 1 0.71

4.75 0.90 3 0.57

As can be seen from the tabulation above, the valve voltage

(valve shift) does affect the quickness of the overall system. This

effect can be explained as follows: At full valve voltage (3 Vdc),

900 psi is enough pump pressure to drive the system without compensating

the pump; at the lower valve voltage, however, the pressure drop at

the valve is large enough to shift the pump to a lower displacement,

causing the system to respond more slowly.

The response, theoretically, should have been

Acl + A 1
tcycle -

where tcycle = cycle time

Ac  = area of the cap end of the cylinder (in2)

Ar = area of the rod end of the cylinder (in2)

1 = compensation length (in)

Q = pump flow (gpm)

Thus, from the experimental run with the pump putting out 9.6 gpm, the

response time should have been:

(3.14 in2) 3 in + (2.36 in
2 ) 3 in x 60 sec/min

cycle 231 in /gal 9.6 gpm

tcycle = 0.45 sec.
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The actual cycle time of 0.57 sec (after compensation for

3-in travel) resulted from the fact that all of the 9.6 gpm did not

reach the cylinder. At 900 psi, the internal leakage of the Moog 760-

104 servovalve is 0.35 gpm. In addition, there was leakage across the

bleed orifice at port A of the servovalve during one-half of the cycle.

The gauge pressure measured at this point during cycling was 750 psi

on a 1/16-in diameter orifice. The flow loss for this orifice is:

Q V" (A x 23.5) = 1.98 gpm.

1.98For the overall cycle, gpm = 0.99 gpm Zl.0 gpm.

Therefore, the actual flow to the cylinder would be

9.6 gpm - (1.0 gpm + 0.35 gpm) = 8.25 gpm.

With this flow, the modified theoretical cycle time would be 0.52 sec.

The difference of 0.05 sec between the theoretical cycle time of 0.52

sec and the actual cycle time of 0.57 sec can be accounted for by leakage

at the cylinder piston, acceleration and deceleration of the weight,

and lower pump output.

3.2.3 Computer Controlled Preliminary Foot-Lift Circuit Demonstration.

After the foot-lift circuits had been demonstrated under simple
relay control at Battelle, the equipment was delivered to O.S.U. for

incorporation into the single-leg test fixture under computer control.

The power supply used in the demonstration at Battelle was also loaned

to O.S.U. to facilitate the early stages of testing. The actual installa-

4 tion of the equipment on the test rig was carried out by personnel at

O.S.U.; no assistance by Battelle personnel was required. After this

assembly was completed, the operation of the leg was observed. At the

time of the completion of this contract, no major experimental evaluations

of the foot-lift circuit under computer control had been conducted.

No major modifications of the system design had been undertaken.
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3.3 Energy-Efficient Designs

The initial system design requirements for the ASV foot-lift

circuit were generated by O.S.U. in May, 1982. These requirements speci-

fied that, in cruise mode, there would be no extension of the foot under

load. (The energy efficiency of the circuit is of major importance

in cruise mode.) A preliminary design for the foot-lift circuit was

generated by Battelle based on these initial requirements. By proper

sizing of the system's components, it was apparent that the pump pressure

required to extend the foot under no load was relatively low, minimizing

system horsepower requirements. However, after further consideration,

* it was decided by O.S.U. that this isolation of the individual foot-

lift cylinders under load in cruise mode was impractical. Therefore,

in November, the design requirements for the foot-lift circuit were

revised, eliminating the isolation of the cylinders under load.

The practical effect of this modification was to require system

operating pressure to remain at 3000 psi at all times. Since the original

design for the foot-lift circuit involved relatively high flow rates,

a high system operating pressure resulted in a significant increase

in the required horsepower for the circuit. At the same time, a goal

of 7 horsepower (hydraulic) was established by O.S.U. for the foot-lift

circuit. Under the conditions, the original design for the foot-lift

circuit was inadequate.

0 Since this revision occurred late in the program, it was agreed

that Battelle would assist O.S.U. in developing new, energy-efficient

designs for the foot-lift circuit. A variety of concepts have been

generated and jointly evaluated with O.S.U. As a result of these efforts,

* four circuit designs were recommended for further evaluation for solving

the efficiency problem: a hydrostatic transmission, in which each leg

has a separate hydrostatic pump; a dual-pump system, which incorporates

a high-volume, low-pressure pump and a low-volume, high-pressure pump;

* a hydraulic brake unit, in which the original circuit is modified by

using a small-bore, short-stroke cylinder in series with the present
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cylinder; and a dual-cylinder circuit, which incorporates a small bore

cylinder and a large bore cylinder, both using low-volume, high-pressure

*fluid.

3.3.1 Hydrostatic Transmission Circuit

With the hydrostatic transmission circuit shown in Figure

15, each leg has a hydrostatic pump, and the flow from the pump can

be varied from zero to maximum in both directions. Each pump has a

charge pump for replenishment, with a capacity approximately one-fourth

that of the main loop flow. The time required by the pump to respond

to the computer signal is unknown, but it must be kept short, compared

with 500 milliseconds, or the flow rate of the overall system would

have to be higher.

The advantage of this design is the absence of a directional

valve, which would produce a large pressure drop. Additionally, using

separate pumps allows each leg to draw its own required pressure, thereby

reducing the horsepower losses that result from sharing a common pressure

source.

The horsepower needed to lift one foot is 1.07 hp, and to

place three feet, 3.4 hp; the total horsepower required is 6.7 hp.

Horsepower calculations are in Appendix G.

3.3.2 Dual-Pump Circuit

The dual-pump circuit shown in Figure 16 is commonly known

as a high-low hydraulic curcuit. A high-volume pump is used for the

actual foot-lift operation at low pressure. When the foot is on the

ground, a low-volume, high-pressure pump provides the fluid to move

the foot under load. An additional servovalve per leg is needed to

take care of the high-pressure system.
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18000
LBS.

A

CYLINDER 1

)L'.

yB l -i B -
Holding Position: The hydraulic pump is shifted to side B of cylinder

1, allowing the foot to be moved under load. The
amount of pump shift will be low.

Foot Lift: Shift pump output to side A of cylinder 1 so large
flow is available to raise foot.

Foot Lower: Shift pump to side B of cylinder 1 to drive down
foot quickly.

Hold and Adjust: When the foot hits the ground, shift the pump back
to a low displacement to allow for foot movement
under load.

0

FIGURE 15. HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION CIRCUIT
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48000 LBS.

~TO OTHER FIVE

L7 --
P_ A

Holding Position: Valve 1 is shifted to the B side, providing high-
pressure, low-volume flow from pump to adjust the
foot under load.

Foot Lift: Valve 1 closes and valve 2 oDens to A side, porting
oil to cylinder rod end and driving foot up. Flow
through valve 2 from pump 2 is low-pressure and
high-volume.

Foot Lower: Shift valve 2 to the B side to drive the foot down.

Hold and Adjust: When foot reaches the ground, close valve 2 and
shift valve 1 to the B side so oil from pump I
can be used to adjust under load.

FIGURE 16. DUAL-PUMP CIRCUIT
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The horsepower needed to lift one foot is 2.3 hp; to place

three feet, 5.1 hp. A total of 12 hp is needed. The horsepower calcula-

tions are in Appendix G.

3.3.3 Hydraulic Brake Circuit

The hydraulic brake circuit shown in Figure 17 is a modifica-

tion of the existing circuit. A small-bore, short-stroke cylinder is

used in series with the present cylinder. The advantage of this concept

is that the small-bore cylinder can use low flow at high pressure to

produce quick movement during the lift phase. The large cylinder can
be used to hold the load when the foot is on the ground. Because the

small cylinder must be in the extended position when the foot is on

the ground, a brake must be applied to remove the load from the hydraulics

of the small cylinder, otherwise the small-bore cylinder would develop

very high pressures.

The horsepower needed to lift one foot is 2.2 hp; to place

three feet, 5.2 hp. A total of 11.4 hp is needed. The horsepower calcu-

lations are in Appendix G.

3.3.4 Dual-Cylinder Circuit

Dual-cylinder circuits use high-pressure, low-volume fluid

4 on a small-bore cylinder to produce quick movement. The load is held

by a large-bore cylinder; low flow at high pressure is used to make

the adjustments under load. The three basic configurations of the dual-

cylinder circuit shown in Figures 18 through 20 were selected as the

most promising at the DARPA weekly rpview meeting on February 10, 1983.

The horsepower requirements of these circuits are calculated in Appendix

G and are simmarized along with other data in Table 10.

Tht storage cylinder concept was selected for further study.

* During this study, several practical problems wer(v dealt with, including

the need to compensate for the fact that when the Tuot sinks into the
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VALVE ) LBS.

________P__A______ BRAKE
:L B KUNIT

CYL. 2

P A L. -
CYL. 1

-+A

Holding Position: While foot is down, the brake is applied and the
4 load is transferred to cylinder 1 so cylinder sees

no load. Valve 1 is shifted to the B side so that
cylinder can be moved under load.

Foot Lift: Valve 1 is shut and the brake unit is released
by energizing valve 3. Valve 2 is shifted to the

4 A side, driving the oil to the rod end of cylinder
2 and lifting the foot.

Foot Lower: Valve 2 is shifted to the B position and cylinder
2 is extended, driving the foot down.

4 Hold and Adjust: When the foot is fully down, deenergize valve 3
to apply the brake. Shift valve 1 to the B position
to adjust under load.

FIGURE 17. HYDRAULIC BRAKE CIRCUIT

4 
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CYL 2

CVI

; VALVE 1 |CYL 1

pA

T

Holding Position: Valve 1 is in position B; pressure can be applied
to the cap end of cylinder 1.

Lift Leg: Shift valve 1 to side A. Larger area (A,) of cylinder
1 pulls against cylinder 2. Oil from cy inder
2 enters valve 1, making system go faster. Oil
from end of cylinder 1 is forced out of system
at valve 1.

Lower Leg: Center valve 1 so that pressure goes to A of cylinder
2 only, and A of cylinder 1 is exposed t8 tank.
Cylinder 2 pulIs leg down, and A of cylinder 1
is filled through a large check 5alve with low
cracking pressure.

Hold and Adjust: Shift valve 1 to B position.

FIGURE 18. DUAL-CYLINDER CIRCUIT (PUSH-PULL COMPRESSION)
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IL.

CLB.

CYL. 2hi

Holding Position: Valve 2 deenergized and valve I in position A.

Lift Leg: Shift valve 1 to position B and valve 2 to energized
position. Pressure to rod end of cylinder 2 forces
oil into A port of cylinder 3. Cap end of cylinder
1 fills from supercharge system of pump as cap

*O end of cylinder 2 empties into supercharge.

Lower Leg: Shift valve 1 to A side and high pressure will
be put to B part of cylinder 3, forcing oil of
high volume and low pressure out of A port of cylinder
3 into rod end of cylinder 1. Cylinder 2 is exposed
to tank (supercharge) pressure on both sides and
is free to float.

Hold and Adjust: Shift valve 2 back to deenergized state to adjust

under load.

FIGURE 19. DUAL-CYLINDER CIRCUIT (PUSH-PULL TENSION)
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3/8"

mQ

P BB iq A

T A
oo 112" 1/4"

11/2

Holding Position: Valve 1 is shifted to the B side and valve 2 is
deenergized, allowing cylinder 4 to move the foot
under load. Cylinder 3 is fully retracted.

Foot Lift: Shift valve 1 to the A side and energize valves
2 and 5, porting oil out of the cap end of cylinder
4 into the cap end of cylinder 3. Oil from the
rod end of cylinder 3 exits through valve 1.

Foot Lower: Valve 1 is shifted to the B side, sending oil to
the rod end of cylinder 3, which forces oil out
of the cap end of cylinder 3 into the cap end of
cylinder 4.

Hold and Adjust: Valves 2 and 5 are deenergized; flow is available
to adjust cylinder 4 under load.

FIGURE 20. DUAL-CYLINDER CIRCUIT (STORAGE CYLINDER)
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soil, it has to be raised more than it was lowered by the cylinder stroke.
The circuit shown in Figure 20 was designed to eliminate this problem.

In addition, components were selected for this particular design. Data
on these components are listed in Table 11.

TABLE 11. COMPONENTS FOR THE STORAGE CYLINDER CONCEPT

Item Description Weight (1b) Price

(S)
Valve 1 Moog 760-104 2.3

Subplate 43586-1 2.4
Valve 2 Denison A3DO1-35-11-O1-O1-00A5-O1 3.7 121.00

Subplate 2.8 37.00
Cylinder 3 Special 10.00
Cylinder 4 Special 22.5
Hose 3/8..4n valve 1 to cyl 4 rod (10 ft) 3.0

1/2-in valve 2 to cyl 4 cap (10 ft) 4.0
1/2-in valve 1 to valve 1 (1 ft) 0.4
1/4-in valve 2 to port A cyl 3 (1 in) 0.25
1/2-in cyl 3 tank to tank (1 ft) 0.4
1/2-in valve 2 to tank (1 ft) 0.4

-*Fittings Miscellaneous 2.0
Total 54.15
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3.3.5 Heat Dissipation

During operation of the hydraulic systems, a large amount

of energy is wasted by conversion into heat. Although some heat is

dissipated naturally throughout the vehicle by means of the hydraulic

tank, lines, valves, and cylinders, a heat exchanger is needed to prevent

the hydraulic oil temperature from increasing to a point where the system

may be damaged. Because the vehicle is mobile, an oil-to-water heat

exchanger is not practical; rather, an air-to-oil heat exchanger must

be used.

Heat dissipation is a function of the difference between the

temperatures of the fluid and the ambient air: the lower the ambient

temperature and the higher the maximum fluid temperature, the better

is the heat dissipation.

Heat dissipation is also a function of the air velocity through

the oil cooler. Two general types of air movement are used for air-

to-oil heat transfer. The first is the natural draft provided by vehicle

and wind movement; the second is a forced draft provided by a driven

blower. The first type produces a large variation in dissipation capa-

bility, depending on relative wind movements. The second produces a

constant dissipation but requires some horsepower to drive the blowers.

For the vehicle, the heat to be dissipated is:

o Cruise Mode: 30 hp

o Dash Mode: 50 hp

The heat exchangers are to be placed in the hydraulic fluid loops of

the drive circuit. Each drive loop was considered to have a flow of

10 gpm and a minimum pressure of 100 psi. The heat dissipated naturally

by hydraulic components and by four air-to-oil heat exchangers was calcu-

lated by the methods illustrated in Appendix H. Selected heat dissipa-

tion values are listed in Table 12.
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TABLE 12. HEAT DISSIPATION IN HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

Heat Dissipation
per unit (hp) Unit Engine

Weight Units Horsepower
Dissipation Means Cruise Dash (Ib) Required Needed

Tank Dissipation 1.9 1.9 1 0

Natural Draft (5 mph)

M-10 2.5 4.3 6 12 0

M-15 3.4 5.8 8 9 0

M-20 4.2 7.1 11 7 0

Forced Draft M-200 5.0 8.0 10 6 3

For natural drafts less than 5 mph, dissipation is lower; for drafts

greater than 5 mph, dissipation is greater.

I
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3.4 Results and Conclusions

The results of the actuation portion of the program are summarized

below.

o A simple hydraulic design for the foot-lift circuit was

generated in response to an original set of design require-

ments.

o A model was developed for analysis of this circuit design

that can be easily modified to incorporate different

components.

o A series of energy efficient concepts for the foot-lift

circuit were generated and analyzed in response to the

revised design criteria.

o Technical assistance was provided to O.S.U. in the selec-

tion and analysis of components for the foot-lift circuit.

Although the preliminary system design does not fulfill the

revised design requirements, it does represent a simple, reliable design

that provides the required operational capability. If the operational

scenario for the ASV-84 vehicle is designed to minimize or eliminate

the leg extension under load, this design represents an alternative

that would be relatively simple to implement.

4 The system model developed as part of this effort can be easily

modified for the analysis of alternative configurations. Application

to the energy-efficient concepts would be relatively straightforward.

. The model can also be easily upgraded as performance data for the foot-

lift circuit becomes available.
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APPENDIX A

FLOW CHART CONVENTIONS

The purpose of this appendix is to describe the conventions

used in the flow charts (Figures 1, 2, and 3) in this report, where

those conventions differ from those commonly used in flow charts.

The charts consist basically of vertical sequences of blocks,

with control passing sequentially down through the sequences. However,

interspersed in those sequences are decision (hexagonal) blocks, which

require the execution of subsequences of blocks located to the right

of the decision blocks. When the bottom of a vertical sequence of blocks

is reached, control returns to the decision block from which that se-

quence began.

As to the decision blocks themselves, when the condition in

the block is described by a FOR, WHILE, or UNTIL phrase, the subsequence

to the right is executed, respectively, FOR the conditions stated, WHILE

the condition stated is true, or UNTIL the condition stated is true.

If the decision block contains an IF phrase, the subsequence indicated

by the arrow exiting from the upper right of the block is executed IF

the condition is true. If there is a subsequence indicated by an arrow

exiting from the lower right of the block, that subsequence is executed

IF the condition is false.

Finally, rectangular blocks bounded by thick lines indicate

sequences described by other flow charts.
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APPENDIX B

CALCULATION OF SYSTEM CV

Servovalve

For the 15 gpm Moog servovalve (A076-104), vendor literature

indicates a pressure drop of 1000 psi across the valve at a no-load

flow of 15 gpm. Therefore,

i3236'a

15 gpm x gas= Cv P
sec S.G.

60 min

S.G. for hydraulic fluid = 0.865

236 O .r--
15 x- 2 f - = Cv = 1.74

For 1/2 inch Hose

According to Figure A-2 of Fluid Power Designers Lightning

Reference Handbook, AP = 3.15 per foot for flows of 15.3 gpm for 1/2 inch

hose.

Therefore,
2  236 in3/gal S.G.

Cv= 15.3 gpm x 6 e/i
v 60 sec/min

S.G. = 0.865 P = 3.15/ft

Cv = 31.54/1 ft

Since P = 31.5 psi for 10 feet of hose,

Cv = 9.97 for 10 feet of hose.
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Filter (e.g.. Schroeder NF30 with N10 Elements)

From Figure A-3, P =4.5 @ 15 gpm

Therefore, 23 7I 7
=v 15 gpm x -25.94

U For 1/2 inch Pipe

For 1/2-in pipe (schedule 80 roughly the same 1.0. as 1/2-in tubing)

and using Figure A-2 again,

IV LP= 2.47 psi @ 14.6 gpm

Therefore,

C= 14.6 gpm x 26SG

re = 33.98 for 1 ft.

For 40 ft, Cv = 5.37.

Elbows

For 4 1/2-in elbows (schedule 80), each elbow is equivalent to 2.9 feet

of 1/2-in pipe (schedule 80). From Figure A-2, AP = 2.47 psi/ft at 14.6

gpm.

236 1__.7
v= 14.6 x 60 x2.x2

-9.98.

*To calculate the system C v

1

Cvtotal LC 2
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cv
Component vi
Valve 1.74

Hose (10 ft) 31.54

Filter 25.94

Pipe (40 ft) 5.37

Elbows (4) 9.98

1 1. + -1 1 + 1 2+ 1

total (1.747 (31-54)2 (~ 25.4) (5.37)2 + 99)
C, total =1.6.
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For 1/2 in Pipe

For 1/2 in pipe (schedule 80) (roughly the same I.D. as 1/2 in tubing),

using Figure A-2 again,

P = 2.47 psi @ 14.6 gpm

Therefore,
236 S.G.

Cv = 14.6 gpm x -

= 33.98 for 1 ft.

For 40 ft, Cv = 5.37.

Elbows

For 4 1/2 in elbows (schedule 80), each elbow is equivalent to 2.9 feet

of 1/2 in pipe (schedule 80). From Figure A-2, P = 2.47 psi/ft at 14.6

gpm.

236 _ .87

= 9.98.

To calculate the system Cv:

2= 1 1I

C v2total = i

Cv.
Component

Valve 1.74

Hose (10 ft) 31.54

Filter 25.94

Pipe (40 ft) 5.37

Elbows (4) 9.98
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* -v total (1.74)2 + (3.42+ ( -25.94)2 + (5*37) +(98)

Ctotal =1.6.
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rLUIV jUrrLT~ AU/b beryovalves are intended to operate
FLUID POWER DESIGNER'S LIGHTING with constant supply pressure.
REFERENCE HANDBOOKHYDR ULICSupply Pressure

HYDRAULICminimum 200 psi (14 bars)
~ D~ ~ ~1~maximum standard 3000 psi (210 bars)H A A C T EIR I S I C S maximum special order 5000 psi (350 bars)

Proof Pressure
Unless secified otherwise. all.
vepformance Parameters At' at pressure port 150% supply
fli at 20" 3,) at return port 100% supply

NFPA static pressure ratings 6900 psi
% (test pressure 10,700 psi)

NFPA cyclic pressure rating 3000 psi
*.(pressure port) *esr(cyclic test presr

4350 psi for > 1016 cycles)
~ .y.wFluidt petroleum base hydraulic

, fluids 60-450 SUS C& 1000 F
* ~ i(10-97 cST @380C)

- *. Supply filtration required l1ipm nominal (25j.im abso.
rf lute) or finer recommended

lot Operating temperature
minimum - 400 F(- 400C)
maximum + 2750 F (+j 135- C)

-i - . (unless limited by fluid)
Ua * Method of veriying static and fatigwe pressure ratings per NFPDJT.6.1.1974.

- tluria N seats are standard: Vito., A and EPR available on special oftet.

________RATED FLOW Five standard sizes are available having rated
flows of 1, 2;/2, 5, 10. and 15 gpm at 1000 psi valve drop

- - ] . . -- (3.8, 9.5, 19, 38, and 57 lit/min at 70 bars). See plot at left
for corresponding rated flows at other supply pressures.

112 Flow with various combinations of supply pressure and load
L! pressure drop can be determined by calcul ating the valve

* ~ -pressure drop.
1111 -~PV = (PS - Pil) - P

IGURE I CHANCE IN RATIO Pv, = valve pressure drop
FLDW WITH PRESSURE Ps = supply pressure

Pit = return pressure
PL= load pressure drop

FLOW-LOAD CHARACTERISTICS Control flow to the load
-, - will change with load pressure drop and electrical input as

.15 shown in Figure 2. These characteristics follow closely the
OW theoretical square-root relationship for sharp-edged orifices,

435 which is

-QL K i VP
I I*~QL = control flow

-'11 -4 -2 -411- K = valve sizing constant
i= input current

a 4 a a N ; P = valve pressure drop
%s INTERNAL LEAKAGE Maximum internal leakage for each

-. ~size servovalve is:
- -- *---- - -Flow with 1000 psi (70 bars) Suppfy

Rated low .Intern~al Leakage

--. 1 gpm (3.8 lit/mmn) < 0.17 gpm (0.66 lit/min)
21/2 gpm (9.5 lit/min) < 0.22 gpm (0.83 lit/min)
5 gpm (19 lit!/min) < 0.35 gpm (1.32 lit/min)

FIGURE 2 -CANCE IN CONTROL FLOW 10 gpm (38 lit/min) < 0.35 gpm (1.32 lit/min)
WITH CURRENT AND LOAD PRESSURE 85 15 gpm (57 lit/mmn) < 0.35 gpm (1.32 lit/min)

FIGURE A-i. Servo Valve Data Sheet



* 3 to 60 MICRONS
Pressure Rating: 3000 PSI (204 Bar) operating (0=1 MET14ic DlMENShom .,,

10,000 PSI (680 Bar', minimum yield

Maximum Operating Temperatures:
2500 F (1210c) with N elements
300F (1490c) with N M elements

Bypass Valve Setting: 30 PSI (cracking pressure) ULU±

* Material: Porting Head: Aluminum CU Ih
Element Case: Aluminum aoI.

Compatibility: All commonly used mineral base and phos-
phate esters fluids. OF30 recommended I U

q ~~~for high water base and water glycol flh.. I U
H seal adder recommended for phosphate
esters. Consult factory for indicator avail- k,
ability for phosphate esters.

Servicing- Element case threaded into porting head. j-~
Minimum clearance required 2112 (64 mm.)

Weight 3 l. (I1kg.) RO

ORDERING INFORMATION
MODEL NUMBER SELECTION" APSI PRESSURE 0FCP4*-d

! ELEMENT
(OM10 on 6-----

cow wo (Omt) - BunsaN -P %NPTV 0a o

N~tS ~ ~ S~sadirt srmsl ~ 2 ELEMENT -

-U32- sicmnma

0
3 6

'5xmae.FLOW GPW
NF30 finer wnn singilo 10 ean t:Ngw away .wmrem viton, seas. j~pope POMe am. vapial iniator. viflAa(Ptrmcvlx

SELECTION CHART Finter ~aad Usin AP S0M

PRV5UR - - L1UE4TC U RSAND EEENTS -O ME OS(&I4

N 3 NF30-1N3.P SEE MODEL OF30

TO ThrOw- 10 NF3ONIO-P
3M Away -- 7 NF0-N--

3000Z~j F3O-N25-
PS M 10 INF3O-1NM1O-

Cleanl-+
W oe 16 NF30-INM60-P

TTT~R GPM
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C- APPENDIX D

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS ON VICKERS PVB 10 HYDRAULIC PUMP

Pump Specifications

Vickers pumps PVB 10 with pressure compensator and maximum

stroke adjustor (all mechanical settings with adjustment screws and
I nuts).

Pumps capable of 3200 rpm with 12 psig supercharge. Maximum

pressure = 3000 psi; compensation range = 250 -3000 psifhput HP @ 1800

rpm and 3000 psi; extrapolated to 3200 rpm and 3000 psi, HP =35.6,

volume =18 gpm, weight =31 lb each.
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APPENDIX E

DESIGN CONCEPTS FOR THE
FOOT-LIFT HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT

Foot-Lift Circuit Design for Pantograph Leg (Revised)

This figure shows the proportions of the members in the

*- pantograph leg. These proportions result in the displacement at C

4 times that at A. The loads are also multiplied by a

factor of four: dC = 4dA, or F = 4L.

A

F

B

4xx

4x

*:. . 4x

C

Point A is to be moved by a hydraulic cylinder powered by the

* foot-lift circuit. In this Appendix, several different means of driving

. point A are considered. It is important to note that the inertia of the

system was not considered because those values were not available. In
41 addition, it was assumed that point A is constrained to move vertically

only and that this con;traint imposes no frictional forces. All calculations

are based on raising point C 12 inches in 0.25 seconds and lowering it

12 inches in 0.25 seconds in one cycle.
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Method I

Cylinder: 2-in bore, 1-in rod,
Ac T 13-in stroke. Cushion

on rod end.

Ar -

-4

Load Pressure Movement Flow Average Flow

Ac = 3.14 in2  Low 9.8 gpm
Ar = 2.36 in2  2200 psi 7.4 gpm 8.6 gpm

This configuration has the disadvantage of having a large area

on the cap end, which requires a large volume of oil to move a distance

under no load (just lifting foot).

Using the same configuration with the following cylinder,
1-1/2-in bore, 5/8-in rod, 13-in stroke, cushions on rod end:

Load Pressure Movement Flow Average Flow
Ac = 1.76 in2  Low 5.3 gpm

Ar = 1.46 in2  3560 psi 4.4 gpm 4.9 gpm

Method 2

Cylinder: 2-in bore, 1-in rod,
dt T 13-in stroke. Cushions

on rod end.
P

A
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,li .2.

This circuit uses a regenerating valve A to help extend the cylinder

down (leg up) quickly. This size rod produces a four-fold increase in

extension speed.

Load Pressure Movement Flow Average Flow

Ar = 2.36 in2  2200 psi 7.4 gpm

Ac = 3.14 in2  Low 2.5 gpm 5.0 gpm

Two disadvantages result from the addition of valve A:

(1) Valve A would have to be a servovalve comparable in size to the main

servo so that pressure drops are not too large, and it should be located
as close to the cylinder as possible. (2) If Valve A sticks in the

shifted position, a load cannot be held on the leg.

Method 3

Cylinder: 1-1/2-in bore,

1-in rod, 13-in

stroke. Cushions

BB T on cap end.

Load Pressure Movement Flow Average Flow
- Ac = 1.76 in2  2950 psi 5.5 gpm

: - Ar = 0.96 in2  Low 3.1 gpm 4.3 gpm

This circuit takes advantage of the smaller rod area, causing the

upward foot movement under little load. One disadvantage is that if the
* circuit sits idle for a long time, leakage will occur across the piston

seals, giving pressure intensification. This can be dealt with easily by
draining the rod end of the cylinder back to the tank through a small

orifice.
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Method 4

Cylinder: 2-in bore, 1-in

double rod, 13-in

stroke. Cushions

on one end.

Cylinder moves with point A on pantograph sketch, and rod is

stationary.

Load Pressure Movement Flow Average Flow
Ac = Ar = 2.36 in2 2200 psi 7.4 gpm 7.4 gpm

The only advantage of this circuit is that it would probably

make a small, lightweight package.

Method 5

Cylinder: 1-1/2-in bore, 1-in

M rod, 13-in stroke.

Cushions on cap end.

BXT
?AlpT
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For Regeneration Load Pressure Movement Flow Average Flow

Ac = 1.76 - 0.78 = 0.-" in2  2950 psi 3.1 gpm

Ar = 0.98 in Low 3.1 gpm 3.1 gpm

This circuit has the same advantages and disadvantages as the

other regeneration circuit of Method 2.

SUMMARY OF THE FEATURES OF THE FOOT-LIFT CIRCUIT CONCEPTS

"-1 Load Movement Pressure Average
Pressure Moog Servo Movement Flow Estimated

• Method (psi) (psi) Size (gpm) (gpm) Horsepower (hp)

la 2200 800 10 8.6 4.6

lb 3560 1100 5 5.0 3.66

- 2 2200 1100 5 5.0 3.66

3 2950 600 5 4.3 1.72

4 2200 675 10 7.4 3.33

5 2950 500 5 3.1 1.0

4
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APPENDIX F

FOOT-LIFT CIRCUIT MODEL

Pressure loss in a pipe (Laminar)

Q u128 L
AP w.D4

U= absolute viscosty1 i sec

L = tube length (inches)

D = tube diameter (inches)

Pressure loss in valve

2
' ' 6P Cv) SG

Cv - loss constant

SG - specific gravity of fluid

* .Acceleration of cylinder rod/mass

Acc = A PV/M

A - area of piston (in2 )

PV - cylinder pressure (psi)

M - mass (lbm)

Velocity of cylinder rod/mass
V=QA

Some assumptions:

Incompressible fluid

Laminar flow

Zero fluid inertia

Pvalve Pcylinder
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FURE F-i MODLE CIRUI

01

Oil viscosity 150 S.U.S.

Flow rate

Q (W DP 0) - KptPP

6 W - rotational velocity (rps)

i'.3

OP - pump displacement per revolution (in /rev)

0- output factor (1.0 = fuil flow)
* KPC total pump leakage secps

PP pump pressure (psi)
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APPENDIX G

HORSEPOWER CALCULATIONS FOR ENERGY -

EFFICIENT FOOT-LIFT CIRCUIT DESIGN

Hydrostatic Drive

(See Figure G-1)

Foot-Lift Calculation

Flow is to A port of cylinder 1 (2-in bore with 3/4-in diameter

rod)

A = 2.7 in2  System pressure = 2960 psi
The flow to lift and lower 3 inches in 0.5 sec:

2.7 in2 x 3 in x 2 in (60 sec/min=8.4 gpm

= 231 in3/gal \O.5 sec

The pressure required for this flow:

P = drop + Pinertial
for 150 lb leg, Pinertial = 55 psi

estimate Pdrop = 100 psi

P = 155 psi.

Horsepower needed for the main pump:

hp = 155 psi x 8.4 gpm/1500 = 0.87 hp.

Horsepower needed for the charge pump:

hp = 2 gpm x 150 psi/1500 = 0.2 hp.
4

Total horsepower = 0.87 + 0.2 = 1.07 hp.
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The hydrostatic pump is shifted by a
servo-controlled valve to port pump flow

'- tn the cylinder.

8000
LBS.

A

CYLINDER 1

r

B

* FIGURE G-1. HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION CIRCUIT
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Placement Horsepower

It is assumed that the foot sinks 1 inch into the ground,

so the cylinder must move 1/4 inch in 200 msec.

2.7 in 2 x 0.25 in 60 sec/mm on p
= 231 in /gal 0.2 sec

P =2960 psi for 8 kips, 1480 psi for 4 kips

hp =2960 psi x 0.88/1500 =1.73 hp; 0.86 hp

The foot-lift circuit total power will be the sum of these

values:

Total horsepower - (1.07 hp/leg)(3 legs) + 1.73 hp/leg

+ 0.86 hp/leg (2 legs) - 6.7 hp.

- Dual-Pump Circuit

(See Figure G-2)

Foot-Lift Calculation

In order to lift and lower the foot in 0.50 sec,

(3.14 in2 ) 3 in + (2.36 in2) 3 in 60 sec/mm i .5np

flow 0.5 sec

[.1"

P Pvalve +Pinertia

Pinertia =50 psi
APv = 350 psi (Moog 760-104).

P a 400 psi

Horsepower 400 x 8.57/1500 2.3 hp
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Pl acement Horsepower

L3.14~ in2) 0.25 in 60 sec/min - .0 gpm

:Q 3

= 231 in3/gal 200 msec

P =2550 psi

Horsepower = 2550 x 1.0/1500 = 1.7 hp

Total horsepower = (2.3)3 +1.7(3) = 12.0 hp.

Hydraulic Brake Circuit

(See Figure G-3)

Foot-Lift Calculation

For cylinder 2 with a 3/4-in bore and 1/2-in diameter rod,

Ac = 0.44 in2

AR = 0.24 in2

To move up and down in 0.480 seconds,

- (0.44 in2 + 0.24 in2) 3 in 60 sec/min = 1.10 gpm

Qlift - 231 in3/gal 0.480 sec

The pump must put out 3000 psi because this is the pressure

required to hold the brake units.

-- Brake Unit

With an 8,000-lb load, and ass..ing a brake with a coefficient

of friction of 0.5, the force of squeeze must be 16,000 lb.

At 3000 psi, the area of the brake must be

16 000 lb
Ab = 3 = 5.33 in2Abrake

Assuming a clearance of 0.010-in and a maximum application

time of 20 msec,

(5.33 in2 ) 0.01 in 60 sec/min

Qbrake = 231 in3/gal 0.020 sec = 0.7 gpm
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* FIGURE G-3. HYDRAULIC BRAKE CIRCUIT
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Since Qbrake is less than Qlift and they are never being used

at the same time,

Qtotal = Qlift 1.10 gpm.

Therefore, using the placement horsepower of 1.7 hp, the total

power requirement for all systems is

engine horsepower = lift horsepower + placement horsepower(.10 gpm x 3000 1.7) 3

engine horsepower = 11.4 hp

Push-Pull Compression Circuit

(See Figure 6-4)
Lift-Leg Stroke

= R1 + R1' R2 z
Balance Forces

ARI (PR1) = AR2P + ACIPCI

PC1= PC1 for flow to tank.

If we pull down 3 inches in 0.25 seconds,

QR1 = 3 in (0.50 in2/231 in3/gal) (0.25 sec) 60 sec/min = 1.6 gpm

QC= 1.6 gpm (Acl/AR1) = 10.05 gpm
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CYL 2

VALVE ICYL 1

P _____A_

FIGURE G-4. DUAL-CYLINDER CIRCUIT (PUSH-PULL COMPRESSION)
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From the Moog valve chart, find AP for Model 760-104

A PR1 = 50 psi (for 1/2 loop flow)
*Z P a 250 psi (for 1/2 loop flow)

-. From the balance-forces equation,

0.5 in2 (P -R1 0.21 in2 (P) + 3.24 in2 APCl

0.29 In2 P - 25 lbf + 785 lbf = 810 lbf

P - 2800 psi

Actual pump flow to ARt in this case is less than 1.6 gpm

since part of the flow Is coming from A 2

p = 1.6 gpm (ARlAR2 - 0.93 gpm
QpumpR5

Theoretical horsepower = 0.93 gpm (2800 psi)/1714 = 1.52 hp

Practical horsepower = 0.93 gpm (2800 psi)/1500 * 1.74 hp.

Lower-Leg Stroke

Balance Forces

AR2P • ARi PRI + ACt PCI'

where PR1 = APR1 over valve 1 and Pci is a vacuum of

• f15 psi

QR1 • 1.6 gpm for 3 inch movement in 0.25 sec.

APRi = 50 psi

0.21 P - 0.5 in2 (50 psi) + 3.14 in2 (15 psi)

P = 1/0.21 in2 (25 lbf + 47 lbf)

P - 343 psi

*If the check valve is pilot-operated from A port of the valve,

AP can be lowered below 100 psi, so horsepower can be saved. Mininum

* P is 2550 psi, so savings are not as great as would be calculated.
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The flow necessary for this pressure to PR2is

:2.R2

3 /60 seA

QR2 a 0.21 in 2 x 3 in/231 in3/gal (1/0.25 sec) mi4I 6.7 gpm

Theoretical horsepower - 0.67 (343/1714) - 0.15 hp
Practical horsepower = 0.67 (343/1714) - 0.18 hp.

Fluid must be drawn from the tank line to fill the ACi during
this stroke: (AC1-ARIAC) 3min 1 I60 sec\ 69 p

~AC1231 in 3/gal (0.25 sec)k min) . p

This flow will have to made up by the supercharge circuit:

for three legs, a supercharge flow of 3(6.9 gpm) + 3(0.67 gpm) + 3(height

adjust flow = 0) - 29 gpm. This flow may be a problem because it is

so much larger than the pump flow of 5 gpm (3 gpm lift + 2 gpm adjust).

Push-Pull Tension Circuit

(See Figure G-5)

Lift Leg

R1 A~valve 2 + APvalve 1 and PR1 = Ppump APvalve

Because P valve 2 >>Pvalue 11 ignore 'Pvalve " Q <Qv2

Balance Forces

AR2 PR2 P PR1 ARI + AC2 PC2 + ACI PCI
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b.7.-r

po..

PC2 <40 psi by large lines; therefore ignore.

PC1 <<15 psi vacuum, therefore ignore.

AR2 PR2 R1 ARI.

To move 3 inches in 0.25 sec,2 60

QR2 3 in (0.59 in2) 60 1.83 gpm

•RI QR2 (AR1/AR2) 8.4 gpm

APvalve 2 PR1 * 200 psi (Moog 760-104)

pump PR2 + Pinert = 200 psi ARI+ 150 lb
2 1160 psi

Theoretical horsepower = 1.83 x 1 1.23 hp". 1~--714 =1.3h

Practical horsepower - 1.83 x 1160 = 1.41 hp.
1500

, Lower Leg

Because AR3 is chosen to be the same as AR2, the values will

*. be the same; so

Q , 1.83 gpm

pump
Ppump = 1160 psi

Horsepower will also be the same.

Storage Cylinder

UJ (See Figure G-6)

Calculations

*I The system pressure must be above 2550 psi because this is

the pressure required to hold an 8,000 lb load on cylinder 4. The areas

of cylinder 3 and cylinder 4 are equal and have values of AR = 0.0n

and AC * 3.14 in2.
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Leg-Lift Calculations

Valve 2 has a shift time of 40 msec from unenergized to energized.

- This delay time should be subtracted from the overall time allowed for

the movement:

tavailable = A = 250 msec - 40 msec - 210 msec

To move a distance of 3 inches, the flow at rod end of cylinder

4 is

= 3 in x 0.40 in2 (60 sec/min 1

R 231 in3/gal 10.1 sec /

The pressure required will be the flow losses caused by flow

QC through valve 2 and the pressure required to lift the leg.

Plift = Leg wt/AR = 100 lb/0.40 in2 = 250 psi

QC= QR (Ac/AR) = 11.6 gpm.

PC = PV2 = 100 psi 11.6 qpm = 274 psi (from Denison catalog).
7 gpm

Therefore,

P R = Plift + PC (Ac/AR)
-R = 250 psi + 2150 psi = 2400 psi.
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The full pressure drop of 2550 psi is required to calculate

horsepower per leg, theoretical and practical. So,

Theoretical horsepower = 1.48 gpm (2550 psi)/1714 = 2.2 hp

Practical horsepower = 1.48 gpm (2550 psi)/1500 = 2.5 hp.

Placement Horsepower

In addition to the flow required to lift the leg, flow is

required to move the leg downwards under load if the foot sinks into

the ground. The maximum distance of foot sinkage is 1 inch so cylinder

4 must move 0.25 inch, but the time of this adjustment is short in the

first 200 msec of stroke.

QS 3.14 in2 x 0.25 in/ 60
S 231 in3/gal 0.2 sec) =1.02 gpm

P = 2550 psi

Theoretical horsepower = 1.02 x 2550/1714 = 1.51 hp

Practical horsepower = 1.02 x 2550/1550 = 1.73 hp.

System Horsepower

The flow requirements at the peak are

Qmax = 1.48 gpm + 1.02 gpm = 2.5 gpm

For a set of opposite legs,

Theoretical horsepower = 3.71 hp

Practical horsepower = 4.23 hp.

Actual power could be less than this if a longer time were

allowed for adjusting the load. If the full stroke were allowed for

adjustment (500 msec), the following horsepowers are needed per pair

of legs:

Theoretical horsepower = 2.7 hp

Practical horsepower = 3.1 hp.
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Horsepower Reduction

Overall horsepower could be reduced by operating a two-pump

system. The middle set of legs would operate as shown in the calcula-

tions because they will see a full load of 2550 psi. The outside sets

of legs do not see this full load, so the pressure of the pump must

be lost in the valves to compensate. The actual pressure that these

legs would work at is 1275 psi. Therefore, the system horsepower would

be (theoretical with 200 msec adjustment time):

Total horsepower = 3.71 + 2(3.71)/2 I 7.42 hp.

A practical figure would be 8.46 hp.
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Thermal Transfer Unit Price (S) Weight (Ib)

M-1O 69 6

M-i5 78 8

M-20 114 11

Blower Type Air-Oil Coolers (Thermal Transfer Model 200)

These items have a maximum pressure of 150 psi, so the charge

.. circuit should be limited to 100 psi.

AP @ 5 gpm = 17 psi

Heat Losses

Assume flow = 5 gpm and At = 70°F between the ambient
air and oil entering, fan speed = 3200 rpm.

Q = horsepower dissipated = 4.9 hp

-_Approximately 1/2 hp is needed to drive the blower. Therefore,

for two blowers,

Q = horsepower dissipated = 9.8 hp (or approximately 1

hp per gpm).

Horsepower required by engine = 1.0 hp.

For fast mode operation,

flow = 10 gpm and AT = 1000F.

= horsepower dissipated = 8 hp.

For two coolers, Q = 16 hp.

Engine horsepower = 1.0 hp.
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APPENDIX H

': HEAT DISSIPATION CALCULATIONS

Tank Dissipation

General rule for tank heat dissipation:

Q = 1.0 x 10-3 x AT x Area (sq ft)

For ambient air at 80°F and a tank temperature of 1400 F,

Q = 7.0 x 102 x Area

For a 20 gal square tank 4 inches high, A= 22 sq ft and

Q = 1.5 hp (circulation only).

If a breeze can be considered to be on one side of the tank,

then dissipation can be increased by 25%, and

Q = 1.9 hp.

Heat Exchangers (Thermal Transfer (300 psi))

The heat exchanger is to be mounted so a breeze can pass over

the face of the unit. Assume flow = 10 gpm and AT = 70°F

Breeze Q0(hp)
(mph) (fpm) M-TY M-15 M-20

1 88 1.7 1.8 2.0

2 176 2.0 2.1 2.5

3 264 2.20 2.8 3.2

5 440 2.5 3.4 4.2

7 616 3.0 3.7 4.5

10 880 3.4 4.0 4.8
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Thermal Transfer Unit Price ($) Weight (lbs)

M-1O 69 6

M-15 78 8

M-20 114 11

Blower Type Air-Oil Coolers (Thermal Transfer Model 200)

These items have a maximum pressure of 150 psi, so the charge

circuit should be limited to 100 psi.

P @ 5 gpm - 17 psi

Heat Losses

Assume flow = 5 gpm and At = 70°F between the ambient

air and oil entering, fan speed - 3200 rpm.

Q = horsepower dissipated = 4.9 hp

Approximately 1/2 hp is needed to drive the blower. Therefore

for two blowers,

Q = horsepower dissipated = 9.8 hp (or approximately 1

hp per gpm).

Horsepower required by engine = 1.0 hp.

For fast mode operation,

flow = 10 gpm and T = 1000F.

Q = horsepower dissipated = 8 hp.

For two coolers, Q = 16 hp.

Engine horsepower - 1.0 hp.
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